**Sustainability**
- 90% recycled materials
- Renewable fuel - water + air

**Innovation**
- Very few materials used and very little wasted
- Creative parachute deployment system

---

**Final Design**

- Nose cone
- Clay
- Plastic cylinder
- Parachute

---

**Team Honey Boost**

---

**THE TEAM**

- Giovanni - Overall Design + Construction + Aerodynamics
- Arvind - Parachute Construction + Testing
- Lorenzo - Fin Construction + Equations
- Josh - Fin Design + Parachute Deployment
- Arun - Construction + Parachute Deployment
- Aditya - Construction + Testing
- Babette - Fuel Equations + Construction
- Erik - Poster + Diagrams + Collecting Information
- Signe - Poster + Illustration + Collecting Information
- Heman - "A Lot of Work"